
products for black /grey water
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Adinet WC Adinet WC NauticNautic

Sanitary

Reference JBNET-001

The WC Adinet NAUTIC It´s a perfect product to remove unpleasant odors
produced in our toilets and tanks, actively involved in the decomposition of
fecal matter and toilet paper.
It works efficiently at warm temperatures in summer. Ensures you a proper
winterizing of your sanitary system.
It comprises Biocides, quaternary ammonium large scope, surface-active
biodegradable and ecologically based Perfume odor inhibitor It meets the
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biodegradable and ecologically based Perfume odor inhibitor. It meets the
European legislation implemented to protect and conserve the environment.
Available in two-liter bottles, with level indicator and got a safety cap. Label is
translated into four languages.
Application: Toilet, or directly through the tank.

Additive for daily cleaning
of sink and shower
discharge lines and to
clean the grey water tank.
Prevents and reduces the
buildup of greasy deposits
in pipes and holding tanks.
K i th h i i

Remove lime stains from
the bowl. If you use it
weekly through the bowl, it
runs through the hose line,
it will extend the life of the
hoses and will prevent
blockage. Remember that

l i t l b ild i Keeping them hygienic
and avoiding unpleasant
smells.
Combined with Adinet WC
Nautic, dissolves soap,
detergent and hair.

OdorOdor NeutralizersNeutralizers

calcinate scale builds up in
the hose and reduces its
diameter.

Reference  JBNET-020  Botlle. 500ml Reference  JBNET-021 Spray. 750ml

NaturWindNaturWind SpaceSpace NaturWindNaturWind CleanClean

Eliminates all odors in all type of
environments, caused by sewage,
garbage, cooking, smokes,
sweating etc creating a pleasant

OdorOdor NeutralizersNeutralizers

Product designed to absorb and
remove odors caused by the
spilling of products that alter the
environmental odor or aresweating.. etc, creating a pleasant

and natural space.
Can be used directly onto clothes,
shoes, sport bags, bed "pets",
inside cabinets etc ... does not
stain.

environmental odor or are
impregnated in a textil surface,
without rubbing such as: oil,
sewage, garbage, vomit, urine,
etc... Does not stain.

NaturWindNaturWind TopTop
f
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This is a small porous membrane containing a high concentration of molecules neutralizer of odors.
Ideal for confined spaces with a tendency to generate bad smells : vehicles, trash bags,
sports bags, shoes, furniture, bathrooms, kitchens, etc.. Put it anywhere ...
and breathe naturally again!
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